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Introduction  

    Jeff Parsons has been a leading exponent of settlement pattern studies, an innovator in 

systematic and total site survey of large regions, and a professor to generations of 

processual archaeologists at the University of Michigan, where, in the early 1970s, I was 

one of his students. Among Jeff’s substantial achievements was his comprehensive 

survey of three regions in Peru’s Junin Province (Parsons, Hastings, and Matos 2000). 

These surveys were the first systematic, large-scale, and comprehensive settlement 

studies undertaken in the Andes,setting a standard for all subsequent work. The Upper 

Mantaro Archaeological Research Project (UMARP), which I codirected from 1977 to 

1986 with Terry D’Altroy, Christine Hastorf, and Cathy Scott, was built upon the results 

of Jeff’s careful survey of the Upper Mantaro region.  

 The Upper Mantaro region is one of the largest and richest intermontane valleys 

in highland Peru (see Figure 5-1). At 3,200 to 3,400 m above sea level, the broad alluvial 

plain produces maize and in modern times, wheat. Bordering the plain are hill slopes and 

rolling uplands on which quinoa, potatoes, and other Andean tubers are grown. Higher 

still, above 3,700 m, is the grassland puna, pastures for llama, alpaca, and now sheep. 

The ragged Andes and glaciers stand above 4,400 m. Community lands cut vertically 

across these different zones allow for a diversified local economy, and this pattern of 

economic integration appears to have existed in the past. 

UMARP focused on the Yanamarca Valley, a small, side basin of the Mantaro 

drainage. Cut off by a glacial moraine, its tributary river flows into a limestone sink near 

the town of Tragadero (the swallower), through which it eventually joins underground the 

main river. The valley floor lies at 3,500 m where frosts pose a significant agricultural 

hazard. In prehistory, the valley’s people built extensive drained and irrigated fields to 
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increase productivity and minimize risks (Hastorf and Earle 1985). On the hills above this 

valley, we studied the settlements of several late intermediate period (LIP) polities of the 

Xauxa/Wanka people.  

 Of particular interest are three unusually large settlements, Tunanmarca, 

Hatunmarca, and Llamap Shillón (see Figure 5-1). These were fortified centers placed 

prominently on hilltops above the valley floor. Each contained several thousand stone 

buildings within surrounding fortification walls, and ceremonial spaces with a few special 

buildings were at their hearts. These political centers and their dependent settlements 

formed regional polities, each with populations easily exceeding 10,000 people. For the 

Mantaro Valley and elsewhere in the highlands, such polities were exception for the late 

intermediate period.  

What were these polities, and why were they built? I propose that Tunanmarca, 

Hatunmarca, and Llamap Shillón were chiefdoms. Chiefdoms are regionally organized 

polities that organize population in the low thousands to tens of thousands, spread across 

many semiautonomous settlements (Beck 2003; Carneiro 1981; Johnson and Earle 2000). 

To organize such middle-range polities requires various institutions and cultural 

characteristics that can include regional ceremonial complexes, prestige goods 

exchanges, redistribution, and the like. The specific cultural makeup of each chiefdom is 

highly variable, and that variationis what researchers now try to understand (Beck 2003; 

Blanton et al. 1996; Earle 1991, 1997). My purpose here is to explicate the specific 

organizational characteristics of one Xauxa/Wanka chiefdom to illustrate a case for that 

variation.  

 Some, including Jeff Parsons (personal communication), would not classify the 

Xauxa/Wanka polities as chiefdoms, because they represent a political reorganization 

following the collapse of the Wari state. Certainly, with the variation that exists among 

intermediate-level societies, others propose typological categories beyond chiefdoms 

(McIntosh 1999). My sense, however, is that we want to look at the general class of 

societies with intermediate-size scale to investigate the alternative means used to 

organize them. Typologically, I am a “lumper,” but I take this stand to define the 

variation explained in crosscultural perspective. Personally, I like the term “chiefdom” 

with its connotation of leadership based on some degree of instituted inheritance and 
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social stratification, but as a category-like state, it should not be expected to conform to 

narrow specifications typical, for example, of the Polynesian chiefdoms or any other 

specific historic case. 

This chapter presents a synthesis of UMARP data for the late intermediate period 

chiefdom that surrounded the central settlement of Tunanmarca. I use a multiscalar 

approach to the settlement data collected by UMARP. The scales to be considered are the 

regional polity (the Tunanmarca settlement hierarchy), individual settlements (sites with 

residential architecture), and households (distinct residential compounds). My approach 

envisions each scalar unit as a building block from which larger units were constructed 

(Johnson and Earle 2000).  

In the period immediately preceding Inka conquest, intense warfare characterized 

the Mantaro Valley as it did elsewhere in the highlands. Many fortified LIP settlements 

(Hyslop 1977; Krzanowski 1977; Parsons, Hastings, and Matos 2000) attest to the 

endemic nature of warfare throughout the Andean highlands. It probably resulted both 

from structural principles of opposition characteristic of Andean societies (Hastorf 1993; 

Parson and Hastings 1987) and from escalating resource competition where no 

overarching political system existed to mediate it (LeBlanc 1981). Warfare also became a 

source of power for would-be chiefs in some regions, such as the Mantaro. 

In How Chiefs Come to Power (Earle 1997), I argue that the war chiefs of the 

Wanka seized on the opportunity of intense intercommunity competition to expand and 

consolidate political power. I see the Wanka polities as “hill-fort chiefdoms.” In addition 

to characteristics common to all chiefdoms, hill-fort chiefdoms have heavily fortified 

settlements, a preponderance of population living in the central settlement, warfare to 

defend territory, emphasis on staple finance, and stress on warrior might as the primary 

source of power (Earle 1997:121). In such chiefdoms, as characterized Iron Age Britain, 

Maori or Fijian societies of the Pacific, and the high Andes, individual polities were 

sufficiently strongly defended to become secure against conquest and further political 

consolidation until confronted by overwhelming force, such as presented by the Roman, 

British, or Inka empires. 

 

Research on the Wanka II  
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The history of archaeology in the Mantaro parallels broader trends in Peruvian 

archaeology. Starting in the twentieth century, the primary concern was to establish 

cultural histories based on ceramic chronologies. Archaeologists visited the Mantaro 

Valley, test-excavated sites, and established basic sequences. Lumbreras (1957), Matos 

(1959), Flores Espinoza (1959), and Lavallée (1967) first described the main Wanka 

types. By the 1960s, along the Peruvian coast, settlement pattern archaeology had 

become more common, and in the highlands, Ramiro Matos (1966) was early to 

encourage these new interests and methodologies. When visiting Mexico in 1967, he met 

the young Jeff Parsons, whom he encouraged to come to Peru. Ramiro then welcomed 

Dave Browman, a graduate student of Tom Patterson, who had been running settlement 

surveys on Peru’s central coast, to the Mantaro. There, with his support and 

encouragement, Dave completed a valley-wide reconnaissance survey and synthesis for 

his doctoral dissertation (Browman 1970).  

In 1975 and 1976, in coordination with Ramiro Matos, Jeff Parsons directed 

large-scale and comprehensive surveys in three environmentally contrasting regions of 

the Central Highlands: the Xauxa segment of the Mantaro Valley, Tarama (a network of 

small valleys to the east that cut down to the tropical forest), and Chichacocha (the rolling 

high puna to the north) (Parsons, Hastings, and Matos 2000; Parsons and Matos 2001). 

As conceived in his Valley of Mexico surveys, Parsons (1971) used systematic methods 

for total pedestrian survey that could recognize sites with reasonable ceramic spreads or 

with standing architecture. Each site’s location was outlined on the aerial photographs 

carried in the field, site characteristics were described according to an established format, 

and ceramic collections were taken for dating by Ramiro. Their work produced a full 

inventory and general dating for Xauxa region settlements. 

On Flannery and Parsons’s recommendation, Matos welcomed the UMARP team 

to join his umbrella Junin Project, and Jeff generously provided us with full 

documentation of his earlier Mantaro regional survey, including copies of all site forms, 

aerial photography, and maps. Over six subsequent field seasons, UMARP conducted 

three major field campaigns. The first two, 1977 to 1979 (Earle et al. 1980) and 1982 to 

1983 (Earle et al. 1987), considered the ends of the sequence (the Wanka periods), while 

the third, in 1986 (Hastorf et al. 1989), looked at earlier periods. A fourth campaign, 
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scheduled to begin in 1988, was abruptly cancelled because of the growing Sendero 

Luminoso insurgency. Over the span of our research, a main objective was to use 

multiscalar approaches to document social evolution in the Mantaro Valley (D’Altroy 

and Hastorf 2001), focusing on the inchoate development of complex polities during the 

Late Intermediate Period and on Inka conquest during the late horizon.  

The first campaign’s lead objective was to refine the ceramic chronology to study 

societal change on a finer scale (Earle et al. 1980). Deep stratigraphic excavations and 

small test excavations provided the ceramic collections that Cathy Scott (LeBlanc 1981) 

used to define three late Xauxa/Wanka phases: Wanka I, 1000 to 1350 AD; Wanka II, 

1350 to 1450 AD; and Wanka III, 1450 to 1533 AD. Late-period sites in the Yanamarca 

area were intensively surface collected and test-excavated to refine our understanding of 

the changing settlement patterns and supporting economy. Research by the three 

coprincipal investigators of UMARP produced foundational dissertations. Emphasizing 

changes in social organization as related to settlement pattern, population, and warfare, 

Cathy Scott (LeBlanc 1981) studied the LIP Wanka I to II transition from the end of Wari 

influence until Inka imperial conquest. Christine Hastorf (1983, 1993) studied the same 

political transition, describing intensification and political uses of agricultural resources. 

Terry D’Altroy (1981, 1992) concentrated on the impact of Inka conquest for the Wanka 

III settlement and economy, looking at imperial domination, reorganization, and staple 

finance. This phase of work completed our initial site characterization based on intensive 

site probing. 

The second campaign studied the Wanka II to III transition in terms of continuity 

and change in the household economy (D’Altroy and Hastorf 2001). At seven sites that 

ranged from large centers to small villages and dated both before and after imperial 

conquest, we excavated 74 architectural groups of both elite and commoner households. 

The household was our primary unit of analysis to see how economic subsistence and 

specializations were organized both within and between Xauxa/Wanka settlements before 

and after imperial conquest. Using the household data, Cathy Costin (1986) wrote 

dissertations on ceramic production, exchange, and use, Glenn Russell (1988) wrote on 

similar topics dealing with lithics, and Elsie Sandefur (1988) wrote about faunal remains. 

Christine Hastorf analyzed the botanical remains, and for her doctoral research, Melissa 
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Hagstrum (1989) prepared an ethnoarchaeological comparison between modern ceramic 

production and the Wanka archaeological collections. Three important masters’ theses 

dealt with the use of metal objects (Owen 1986), with traditional crop processing 

(Sikkink 2001), and with household and settlement architecture (DeMarrais 1989, 2001). 

The results and main conclusions are presented in the volume edited by D’Altroy and 

Hastorf (2001).  

 

 

Ethnohistory  

Early Spanish documents describe Wanka society in some detail, and these have been 

mined by ethnohistorians, including especially Espinoza Soriano (1971). Source 

criticisms and detailed reconstructions are available in several UMARP publications and 

theses (D’Altroy 1987; D’Altroy and Hastorf 2001; Hastorf 1993; LeBlanc 1981; LeVine 

1979). Here I summarize the main findings of these studies relevant to Wanka social 

organization. Prior to Inka conquest, the Wanka fought fiercely, were lead by hereditary 

war chiefs, and were organized into local communities embedded within larger polities.  

 Two early inspections (visitas) by Spanish officials survive[AU:WC?] to 

describe Wanka society prior to Inka conquest. The 1570 visita by Dan Francisco de 

Toledo (Toledo 1940 [1570]) includes interviews with five elderly (83 to 94 years) 

leaders (curacas), who were asked standard questions; their individual answers were 

recorded. The 1582 visita (Vega 1965 [1582]) contained general summaries of new 

interviews. Those questioned at both times would have grown up and lived under Inka 

rule, and their knowledge of pre-Inka thus came from their grandparents’ generation. 

Their accounts would be best considered somewhat romanticized, presenting a golden 

age of Wanka valor and independence. The responses, however, are remarkably 

consistent.  

 Before Inka conquest, warfare was said to be a constant threat and opportunity, 

waged locally among Wanka communities to capture land, animals, and women. They 

did not go outside the valley to fight, but those of one bank of the Mantaro River fought 

against those of the other bank. Apparently, war’s major motivation was to seize land to 

support expanding community populations (Toledo 1940 [1570]:28). A community’s 
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wealth and survival depended on raiding, conquest, and vigilant defense against its 

neighbors. When towns conquered each other, they could kill all males and take 

possession of the defeated town and its lands (Toledo 1940 [1570]:28). In battle, Wanka 

warriors sought to capture women for themselves, to increase the community’s 

agricultural land and herds, and to build a reputation for their leader and group (ayllu).   

War chiefs (cinchecona) were said to lead the Wanka community in war, and to a 

lesser degree, in peace (Toledo 1940 [1570]:23, 34). They had to be valiant and protect 

followers from attack. Leadership typically passed from father to son, but the efficacy of 

a new leader had to be proven in battle. The power and wealth of a leader then increased 

with his success in war. Although much of the conquered lands would have been held 

corporately by the ayllu, its victorious leader divided the land and evidently received 

substantially more. His valor in war and increased wealth in peace would thus have 

strengthened his leadership in all sectors of society.  

As I argue from the archaeology and its strong settlement hierarchy, the 

Yanamarca Wanka were organized into compact regional chiefdoms, but according to the 

ethnohistorical sources, the institutional power and scope of leadership were problematic. 

Each household and each community (pueblo) were said to be independent and self-

governing (Toledo 1940 [1570]:18), but it is also said that communities united in battle, 

either through alliance or conquest. When a community chose to go to war with its 

neighbor, the stronger force could eradicate a defeated community and take its lands, 

subjugate the community’s population, or negotiate a peaceful subservience (Toledo 

1940 [1570]:18). Whatever the means, the outcome would have been to build a regional 

chiefdom. 

The ethnohistoric sources suggest that the Xauxa/Wanka were organized 

segmentally into households, communities, and unstable chiefly polities. Both scale and 

hierarchy of these polities are consistent with a broad definition of chiefdom—regional 

settlement polities with hereditary leaders. I image opposing forces of integration 

(constant treats of warfare and opportunities for wealth through conquest) and of 

fragmentation (intense cultural independence at both household and community levels). 

The ethnohistoric accounts suggest an elemental organization that does not prepare us for 

the scale and impressiveness of central settlements like Tunanmarca.  
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A Multiscalar Approach to the Tunanmarca Settlement System 

   The existing archaeological evidence of the Tunanmarca chiefdom helps us draw more 

detailed conclusions about its sociopolitical organization, economy, and ceremonial 

practices. Here I present these conclusions as they pertain to three scales of integration: 

the regional settlement system, the component settlements, and their constituent 

household groups. I emphasize the somewhat unexpected characteristics of internal 

disorder, ceremonial minimalism, and little institutional elaboration at the level of the 

regional chiefdom and its constituent settlements. As I argue elsewhere[AU: specify 

where?] (Earle 1997), the intense warfare of the Wanka may help explain these particular 

characteristics of regional and settlement structure. 

 

Organization of Regional Settlements  

The Tunanmarca chiefdom had a sizeable and dense population. The settlements were 

organized into a clear three-level hierarchy. Internal to the chiefdom, some community 

specialization and intercommunity exchange existed, but largely, communities provided 

for their own subsistence needs. Ceremonialism of the chiefdom was partly centralized at 

the large central settlement. To determine the likely regional extent and organization of 

the Tunanmarca polity, three steps are involved: identification of the regional centers; 

definition of the lands and settlements located closer to Tunanmarca than other centers; 

and evaluation of the economic and ceremonial evidence available to evaluate the 

proposed political system.  

The three major Wanka II regional centers in our research region (see Figure 1) 

were Tunanmarca (25.4 ha), Hatunmarca (73.7 ha), and Llamap Shillón (18.6 ha). These 

central settlements are close to each other and fairly regularly spaced (Tunanmarca-

Hatunmarca, 5.3 km; Tunanmarca-Llamap Shillón, 7.4 km; Hatunmarca-Llamap Shillón, 

5.0 km). Average distance between centers is thus only 5.9 km, a 1 to 2 hour walk. Each 

center was positioned defensively on a high ridge, above 3800 m.  

The territories associated with each center and its polity can be marked by lines of 

equal distance and by topographic features such as streams and ridges. The boundaries 

between the polities were only a few kilometers from each center’s walls, but large tracts 
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of land extended out from the centers at roughly 120˚ angles, respectively, to the north of 

Tunanmarca, east of Hatunmarca, and southwest of Llamap Shillón. The territories of 

each center contained lands ranging in elevation from about 3,500 m to above 4,200 m, 

giving access to diverse zones productive for potato and quinoa farming, some maize, 

and upland puna for herds. The proximity of these three centers suggests a clustering 

toward, and probable competition over, the intensively farmed uplands, hill slopes, and 

bottomlands of the Yanamarca and Upper Mantaro Valley. 

Working with the territories thus determined, the Tunanmarca chiefdom can be 

postulated to contain eight settlements (Tunanmarca, Umpamalca, Chawín, J37, J38, J47, 

J213 and J22O;Figure 1). Based on measurements and calculations prepared by D’Altroy 

(2001:Table 4-2), sizes in hectares and estimated population for these settlements are 

presented in Table 5-1. The total size of the core territory is about 150 km2, but it is likely 

that the chiefdom’s territory extended into the high puna to the north where population 

densities would have been low. 

Demographic statistics for the Tunanmarca chiefdom are impressive (compare 

Drennan 1987) and can be estimated reliably based on the well-preserved architecture 

and extensive excavations. For the Tunanmarca chiefdom, the total population of the 

polity is estimated at about 20,000 people, with a population density of 130 km within the 

core territory. More than half (53%) the polity’s total population lived at Tunanmarca, 

and more than three-fourths[AU:ok?] (79%) lived in that center and its secondary 

town. The scale of the polity alone would seek comparison with complex chiefdoms as 

described for Polynesia or the American Bottom (Earle 1978; Steponaitis 1978).  

A strong settlement hierarchy was also evident. Settlements of the Tunanmarca 

chiefdom were arranged in a three-tiered hierarchy: one center (10,600 people), one town 

(5,200), and five villages (600 to 1,450 each[AU: each, as in population per town?]) 

(see Table 5-1). The settlement typology described by D’Altroy (2001) follows: Centers 

like Tunanmarca had large residential areas with an estimated population over 7,500 

people. They were placed defensively and surrounded by multiple defensive walls. Each 

center had a small, ceremonial zone that included an open plaza space, presumably for 

civic ceremonies, and some architecturally distinctive structures. Towns like Umpamalca 

had smaller but still substantial populations, between 2,000 to 7,500 people. In many 
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senses, these settlements were similar to the regional centers, with sizeable populations 

and surrounding walls, but lacking a civic-ceremonial core. Originally, they may have 

been centers of independent polities incorporated through conquest into larger systems. 

Villages were substantially smaller, below 2,000 people, although they were typically 

fortified in the Wanka II phase. Two Wanka II hamlets (J113 and J213) are anomalous 

within the settlement hierarchy, perhaps being special use or auxiliary sites.  

The territory of the Tunanmarca polity was arranged to encompass the full range 

of resource zones needed for subsistence. The main subsistence crops were maize, 

quinoa, potatoes, and legumes (Hastorf 1993, 2001a). Animals consumed by the 

Tunanmarca groups included the dominant camelids (especially llama) and lesser 

amounts of wild deer, dogs, and guinea pigs (Sandefur 2001). All plants and animals that 

were part of the diet likely came from the zones located within the chiefdom’s territory. 

The dominant source of calories was certainly the agricultural crops, grown on the lands 

that formed the core territory of the Tunanmarca chiefdom.  

The Tunanmarca territory’s core contained highly intensified agricultural systems 

that used capital improvements, including irrigation, drained field complexes, and earth-

walled terraces (lynchets) (Hastorf and Earle 1985). None of these systems required 

management for purposes of construction, because they were technically simple and 

could be expanded progressively as needed by families and communities. These systems 

were, however, probably embedded within an overarching political organization, which 

defended property rights in the highly productive agricultural facilities needed to support 

Tunanmarca’s large and dense population; could resolve issues of coordination and risk 

management; and could mobilize a surplus from households caged economically by their 

long-term commitment to improved lands (Earle 1997). 

One major capital improvement in the Tunanmarca chiefdom was the Wanka II 

irrigation system, linking together at least six pockets of highly productive soils 

associated with four high-elevation settlements of the chiefdom (Parson 1978). 

Originating in the puna above 3,900 m, the ditch soon divided into two main forks, one 

channeling water west toward J38 and the other, south past J37, Chawín, and 

Tunanmarca (Hastorf and Earle 1985:Figure   8). Each fork had at least one additional 

secondary channel to irrigate separate areas. These ditches were technically simple: less 
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than 1 m wide, clay lined, and often supported by a stone retaining wall. Three 

rudimentary earth and stone aqueducts were also used to cross low points in the terrain. 

The total length of the ditches for this system was just over 24 km, and they watered at 

least 100 to 200 ha of high and productive land (above 3,800 m). Productivity on such 

high-elevation land is limited by a short growing season, beginning with the 

commencement of rains. Since irrigation, however, allows for predictable early planting 

regardless of the first rain, it maximizes the growing season’s length. The ditches also 

provided a permanent water source to the hilltop settlements that were far from other 

reliable sources. 

Other capital improvements found within the Tunanmarca territory include 

extensive areas of drained fields and lynchets and a small section of ridged fields (Hastorf 

and Earle 1985). The whole floor of the Yanamarca valley was probably cultivated by 

drained fields, some of which are still visible in aerial photographs (Earle et al. 1980:12). 

The most visible drained field complex is 6.6 ha edging Laguna Tragadero, within the 

territory of the Hatunmarca chiefdom. These fields formed an open checkboard pattern of 

raised plots demarcated by surrounding ditches that drained excess water. Similar fields 

were likely developed through the entire valley section located near the village site J220 

and controlled by Tunanmarca. In addition, lynchets (andenes rusticos) were constructed 

on pockets of gently sloping land. “The lynchet is an earth-banked field which was 

constructed by leveling soil and removing rocks to make a gentler slope for short fallow 

agriculture” (Hastorf and Earle 1985:579). These were common throughout the core 

territory of the Tunanmarca chiefdom, and its limestone-based soils seem ideal for this 

form of intensification. Furthermore, directly below Chawín is a small area of ridged 

fields, apparently used to lessen crop losses to frost. Extensive areas of such ridged-field 

agriculture have been described elsewhere in the Junin puna to the north of the 

Yanamarca (Matos 1975) but were barely used here. 

Was the economy of the Tunanmarca chiefdom further integrated by exchange 

between specialized production at its settlements? The answer seems to be that each 

community was largely self-sufficient, though some specialization existed in both food 

and craft goods. Each community had access to productive agricultural lands and 

facilities that would have supported its population, and Hastorf (1993, 2001a) has shown 
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each community’s diet was somewhat different corresponding to the productive lands 

immediately available to it. Only some special crops like maize may have been restricted 

to a few communities’ lands, and the wild deer and perhaps camelids were probably best 

suited to the higher zones of the more northern settlements. 

For several important classes of craft goods, especially chert blades, ceramic 

vessels, and textiles, partial community specialization can be documented for the 

Tunanmarca chiefdom. Although chert blades were widely used for sickles to cut plant 

materials, their source was limited to the Pomacancha quarry, located in the very west of 

the chiefdom’s territory (Russell 1988:165–172). Extending over 30 to 40 ha along a 

limestone ridge, the quarry’s surface is littered today with slabs, nodules, and chert 

debris. In prehistory, the slabs and nodules would have been picked up from the surface 

and initially struck to form blade cores. Then, in Wanka II times, these cores were taken 

to the nearest settlement, Umpamalca (and apparently, the neighboring chiefdom, 

Hatunmarca). At Umpamalca, specialized knappers struck the blades, which in turn, were 

traded to other sites, such as the central settlement of Tunanmarca. Russell (1988) 

documents the community specialization in blade production by contrasting the 

producing site of Umpamalca with the consuming site of Tunanmarca. Both sites had 

similar densities of used blades, but differed sharply in the frequency of production 

debris, including blade cores and used blade. Umpamalca had 23 blade cores from 283 

excavated loci contrasting Tunanmarca’s only 1 blade core from 456 loci. For the 

production index of unused to used blade, Umpamalca was 2.26 versus only 0.50 for 

Tunanmarca.  

The same pattern is visible for ceramics, when we look at the distribution of 

production debris, in this case, “wasters” that were vitrified in error when fired at a too-

high temperature. Costin (1986) documents community specialization in pottery making 

by contrasting indices of production debris to finished goods (N wasters / N local sherds x 

100): Umpamalca’s production index of 0.28 with an N of 10,251 sherds versus 

Tunanmarca’s index of 0.06 with an N of 43,931. Systematic surface collections at 

Chawín yielded no wasters, but one was found at J37. Umpamalca was apparently the 

main ceramic-producing community within the Tunanmarca chiefdom. 
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The pattern is less clear, however, when we consider that only some local 

ceramics vitrify (waste) when fired at the temperatures possible with traditional firing 

methods. The painted styles (Wanka Red, Blase Clara, and Cream slip) evidently waste, 

while the plain cooking ware (Micaceous Self-slip) does not, and so we have almost no 

wasters for this ware. Although undocumented by its production index for pottery, the 

center of Tunanmarca may well have produced the cooking ware and perhaps other forms 

(Costin 1988:188–194). One test excavation at the site found an extraordinarily dense 

ceramic dump with over 16,000 sherds in a single, small test trench (0.9 m3). These 

ceramics were predominantly (53.4%) cooking vessels. [AU: superscript okay in 

previous sentence?] 

To determine whether ceramics were produced within the research area and 

differentiated one chiefdom from the next, Costin (1986) conducted petrographic analysis 

of nearly 6000 sherds. For the local Wanka II decorative ceramics (Base Clara, Wanka 

Red, and Cream slip), the scores on the canonical paste variables show that the materials 

used for the ceramics of Tunanmarca and Umpamalca were similar, and together, they 

contrasted with the ceramics from neighboring chiefdom,   Hatunmarca (Costin 

2001:Figure 9-13). Ceramics produced within the Tunanmarca chiefdom were largely 

distributed and used within the settlements of that chiefdom. Political and exchange 

boundaries apparently corresponded. 

For Wanka II textile production, villagers at higher elevations spun 

proportionately more yarn than at lower settlements (Costin 1993). Relative involvement 

in textile manufacture was measured by the ratio of spindle whorls to 100 sherds, as 

indicative of normal household activities (see Figure 5-2). At 3,800 m, Umpamalca 

textile production index was 3; at 3,900 m, the settlements of Chawín and J37 had indices 

of 5.3 and 5.8, respectively. The central site of Tunanmarca (J7) was anomalous; at 1,850 

m, its ratio was only 2.1. The inference is that higher elevation sites, more closely 

associated with grasslands for alpaca herding, were partly specialized in cloth production. 

In contrast, the central settlement appears to have been barely involved in spinning, 

probably receiving textiles from other sites. 

A number of community-level specializations are thus evident within the 

Tunanmarca chiefdom. Umpamalca was involved in the manufacture of chert blades and 
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Wanka decorated ceramics. The higher sites were especially involved in textile 

production and probably animal-raising more generally. The central site of Tunanmarca 

was a consumer of products that it received in exchange or tribute. Craft goods were 

probably distributed person to person among the settlements of the chiefdom. As 

discussed in the historical documents, local leaders probably received a disproportionate 

amount of staple goods by holding highly productive lands through the chiefdom’s 

territory and by owning more animals lent out to herders living at higher levels. Despite 

the denial in the historical records that the war chiefs received tribute, the patterns of 

consumption seem to suggest that chiefs likely received goods from dominated 

communities. The Wanka informants may have strategically denied paying tribute to 

lessen the obligations that the Spanish were certain to impose. 

On a regional basis, ceremonial activity of the Tunanmarca chiefdom was not 

elaborately materialized. The association with ceremonial architecture (e.g., large, open 

ceremonial spaces, temple mounds, or distinguished burials of chieftains) identifies, 

archeologically, many chiefdoms. In contrast, the Tunanmarca chiefdom had very little 

ceremonial architecture. Only at the central site of Tunanmarca does clear architectural 

evidence exist for either chiefdom-wide or community ceremonialism. Here is located 

[AU: OK?] a small central plaza and building complex at the center of the settlement, 

and this distinctive architecture distinguished special ceremonial functions for the 

chiefdom’s largest settlement. No civic-ceremonial spaces or architecture are recorded at 

other settlements in the Tunanmarca chiefdom. Only the surrounding fortification walls at 

settlements (the central settlement, its secondary town, and several villages) illustrate 

further corporate labor constructions beyond the agricultural facilities already described. 

These defensive walls defined the settlements spatially and symbolically as community 

insidersversus outsiders, so the wall may have served as defining community monuments.  

 

Organization of Settlement 

Settlements that represent the three levels in the settlement hierarchy of the chiefdom are 

the regional center of Tunanmarca; its secondary town, Umpamalca; and the dependent 

village, Chawín. These single-component sites were apparently built within a few 

generations during Wanka II times and abandoned at Inka conquest. They were 
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positioned on rocky   ridge tops and above most agriculture. As a result, the architecture 

at these sites is remarkably well preserved, allowing mapping from aerial photographs 

and ground inspection (DeMarrais 2001; Hastorf 1983; LeBlanc 1981).  

The pattern of Wanka II settlement planning is consistent. Surrounding 

fortification walls defined the sector(s) of concentrated residential housing. Irregular 

paths allowed movement across the residential areas and gave access to informal 

neighborhoods with clustered patio groups. The differences, from one site to the next, 

were primarily in size, both of spatial extent and estimated population. Only the central 

site of Tunanmarca was distinctive, with its central plaza zone and unbuilt corridors that 

completely separated the two residential sectors (each the scale of a town-size 

settlement). 

 Tunanmarca (see Figure 5-3a) was the central settlement of the chiefdom that 

bears its name. The settlement was built high (3,850 to 3,900 m) on a limestone ridge 

above the Yanamarca Valley to the east and rolling farmlands to the west. Within an area 

of 25.4 ha, about 4,400 circular stone houses were concentrated for an estimated 10,000 

people.  

Central to the site was its plaza complex, an irregular shaped open area of about 

2,325 m2, enclosed by a standing stone wall, not unlike those that enclosed larger patio 

groups (see Figure 5-4; LeBlanc 1981). Leading to the central plaza from both sides of 

the site were two walled corridors that crossed the site, separating the residential sectors. 

These long (85 and 100 m) and narrow (usually less than 20 m) spaces had no entrances 

on the plaza. Rather, they gave a clear visual axis to the central features and separated the 

residential sectors. The plaza entrances were nonmonumental, obscure openings to the 

two residential sectors. An internal wall further subdivided the plaza space. The larger 

plaza (1800 m2) was located almost exactly midway across the site, and the smaller space 

(525 m2) was off to the west. On the smaller space were two circular buildings and the 

only two rectangular stone structures on Tunanmarca. On the larger space, one circular 

structure sat within the plaza.  

What was this central plaza complex? One hypothesis is that it was a civic-

ceremonial precinct where public ceremonies for the chiefdom and its central settlement 

could have been performed. That hypothesis would fit with a model of many chiefdoms, 
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seen as relying heavily on ceremonial means of integration. We had planned to test that 

hypothesis with extensive excavations during our aborted 1988 field season.  

Alternatively, as a hypothesis for future research, I propose that the central zone 

may have been a residential compound—a large patio group for Tunanmarca’s   

paramount chief. This hypothesis seems reasonable. The size of the two plazas was small, 

and thus unsuited for large social gatherings; only a fraction of Tunanmarca’s population  

and certainly that of its chiefdom could have gathered there. Since the plazas lacked 

monumental entrances and were not focal to the settlement’s pathways, the plazas appear 

less as public space than as private space with restricted access and view. If true, the 

ceremonies held here would have been more personal, associated with the paramount 

chief rather than with a larger group identity of the chiefdom. 

Beyond the central plaza complex, the settlement’s elemental organization 

settlement is unmistakable. Two fortification walls on the west and one on the steeply 

sloping east encircled and defined the settlement. These substantial outer walls probably 

originally stood 2 m tall, constructed of limestone quarried from the ridge. They were 

pierced at several points by gates that allowed restricted access to the residential areas. 

Between the concentric fortification walls were open, unbuilt spaces that may have 

served to corral llamas and alpacas. Between the walls and immediately inside of a gate 

on the northeast was one distinctive large circular stone tower that was probably 

defensive.[AU: change “defensive” to “used for defense.”?]  

The settlement was divided down the middle by the central plaza complex and its 

open corridors. To either side were the two large residential sections of similar size 

(4,000 to 6,000 people) and organizational structure. Each appears, at first, as a massed 

jumble of circular buildings, but on closer inspection, they are seen as arranged into small 

residential compounds defined by stone terrace and standing walls, a common patio 

space, and one to six structures. These patio groups were not organized formally in any 

way; they did not focus, for example, on common plazas, burial monuments, or other 

corporate facilities. They may, however, have been grouped informally into 

neighborhoods defined by patterns of access. The irregular paths of residential areas had 

no evident axial order or other pattern. They were not oriented on plazas, entranceways, 

or other features. They simply provided access to some, but not all, patio groups. Many 
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of the groups were apparently accessible only through other patios, suggesting more 

interaction and association in these patio clusters.  

 Umpamalca (see Figure 5-3b) is the only town-sized settlement of the chiefdom. 

It was built at 3,800 m on a low limestone knoll with a sheer drop to the Quishuarcancha 

stream to the west and rolling farmlands to the east. The settlement is positioned 

strategically near the proposed boundary between the three warring chiefdoms, where it 

could have defended the land, animals, and women sought in war and raiding by 

neighbors. In an area of 14.8 ha, about 2,150 circular residential structures were 

concentrated that housed an estimated 5,200 people. Umpamalca was thus equivalent in 

size to one of the main sectors of Tunanmarca, and it was similarly organized. 

The elemental organization of Umpamalca is first defined by its fortification wall 

The wall enclosed the settlement, except along the western edge, where a sheer cliff 

drops 300 m to the valley below. Several gates then entered into the residential area. 

Unlike Tunanmarca, the lack of a second wall, however, meant that no enclosed common 

space could have served for corrals. Perhaps this relatively low settlement had few 

animals. Within the fortification wall was one large residential section with many circular 

buildings of typical size and construction. These residential buildings were clustered into 

small patio groups with enclosing standing walls, a common patio space, and a few 

structures. No common plazas or burial monuments existed here (Hastorf 1983). The 

irregular networks of paths had no evident axial order or other pattern. They provided 

irregular access between the patio groups and may also have divided the site into 

informal neighborhoods like at Tunanmarca. Outside the wall was a small, undefended 

cluster of 20 or so residential structures. Unlike Tunanmarca, no central plaza complex 

existed here. 

 Chawín (see Figure 5-3c) is one of five large villages that form an arch of 

settlements east and north of Tunanmarca. Population of the villages is each around 800 

(600 to 1,450) persons, and combined, is approximately equal to the size of a town-sized 

settlement. Chawín itself was built at 3,850 m on a limestone hilltop to the north of 

Tunanmarca and overlooking the upper section of the Yanamarca Valley. The settlement 

is positioned strategically above the chiefdom’s irrigation system and a trail giving access 
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to the central settlement. Within an area of 5.6 ha were concentrated about 420 circular 

buildings that housed an estimated 650 inhabitants. 

The elemental organization of the settlement is much like a small version of the 

town Umpamalca. Two fortification walls enclosed the settlement, except along the 

eastern edge, where a sheer drop protected the settlement, and only one wall was built. At 

several points, gates provided restricted access. The outer wall created enclosed spaces, 

perhaps for animals. The inner wall had one residential area with a typical array of 

circular buildings clustered into small patio groups. No common plazas or burial 

monuments existed. Crisscrossing the residential sector were the typical paths that lacked 

axial order or other pattern. They provided access to many of the patio groups and may 

also have divided the site into neighborhoods. 

The analyses proposed by Hillier and Hanson (1984), DeMarrais (2001:Table 6-3) 

provides a statistical description of Tunanmarca, Umpamalca, and Chawín settlement 

plans. Two important points are clear: First, the settlements do not approximate either a 

grid or axial arrangement. Second, the three sites, regardless of size and position in the 

settlement hierarchy, were organized in remarkably similar ways. The settlements’ 

arrangement shows very little centrality, even at Tunanmarca, with its complex central 

plaza. These settlements were agglomerations of varying size, but their remarkably small 

internal structure would suggest central planning. This characterization applies apparently 

to all Wanka settlements and emphasizes the paucity of ceremonial features like central 

plazas, mounds, or burial monuments that could have provided a visual or ceremonial 

focus for community relationships. Populations of different sizes were clustered together 

apparently for defense, and the maintenance of the group structure within a 

fundamentally segmental system would have been maintained largely by threat rather 

than by strong inducements of economic or ceremonial integration. 

 The primary organization seems to be segmental, organizing large groupings that 

may represent ayllu communities of varying sizes. These are what the ethnohistorical 

sources refer to as pueblos. The groups then may have been arranged structurally 

according to principles of balanced opposition (yanantin) that can take on a strong 

hierarchical character (Hastorf 1993:49). Separating Tunanmarca’s residential areas into 

two discrete sectors seems to illustrate such an organization, and a similar dual structure 
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existed at the nearby center of Hatunmarca (D’Altroy 2001:Figure 4-2). The center of 

Tunanmarca contained roughly half the chiefdom’s total population. The other half of the 

population was itself divided approximately equally into a southern population at 

Umpamalca and a northeastern distribution of five villages. The settlement hierarchy 

appears to have been organized by principles of unity in opposition.  

 

The Household 

We have associated the individual patio group with a household (D’Altroy and Hastorf 

2001), and the house structures and enclosed patio space appear to materialize or 

objectify continuity in a minimal social and economic house unit (Gillespie 2000). This 

unit was involved in a broad range of production and consumption activities, coresidence, 

and substantial associated ritual. In Sahlins’ (1972) terms, it was organized by the 

Domestic Mode of Production, with some amounts of social differentiation by status and 

part-time specialization. 

The general form of the patio group follows: one, two, or more individual 

residential structures opened onto a patio space that was enclosed by standing walls, 

terrace walls, and wall of those and neighboring houses (see Figure 5-5). With only one 

or two narrow entrances, the patio group was set off from the outside in terms of 

restricted movement and view. It was a private space. With the exception of two 

rectangular structures in Tunanmarca’s central complex, all structures were circular. A 

single doorway provided access to each house (DeMarrais 2001). Walls were double-

faced, 30 to 70 cm wide, roughly coursed, and set in mud mortar. Some were beautifully 

chinked on the exterior, suggesting they were built to be admired. At Tunanmarca, the 

average diameter of a structure was 3 to 4 m, creating an individual roofed space 

averaging about 9.5 m2 (DeMarrais 2001:123).  

Among the patio groups that we excavated, the number of structures ranged from 

one to six, most with only one or two houses. Structures were functionally 

undifferentiated; they all were similar in form and had the same basic residential uses, 

documented by internal hearths and by similar artifact inventories involved in cooking, 

eating, some work activities, and probably sleeping. Total size of patio area varied from 

about 30 m2 to more than 200 m2, and the roofed area varied according to the number of 
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structures, often less than 10 m2 to nearly 60 m2 (DeMarrais 2001:145). Despite 

differences in total size, the overall arrangement and forms of the patio structures and 

space was remarkably similar, suggesting a common structural character to Wanka 

household groups. The main contrast was the numbers of houses that would seem to 

represent modular units, each probably housing a family unit. The patio group with 

multiple houses could therefore have been either an extended family (several generations 

living together) or a polygynous family (each structure housing separate wives and 

children). 

 The patio group defined the primary domestic and economic unit. Within each 

patio group was evidence for both production (lithic waste, grinding stones, spindle 

whorls, and less commonly, ceramic wasters) and consumption (animal bones and burnt 

plant remains, used stone tools and broken pots, and various items of dress such as silver 

and copper tupu pins and small disks). Debris from production and consumption was 

distributed across the house floors and open patios, but most was concentrated in small 

trash heaps in the patios’ corners and aside of house doors.  

 Was there a difference between elite and commoner households? Although the 

overall arrangement of patio groups was similar across the whole sample, some visible 

differences helped us classify patio groups as elite or commoner social status (D’Altroy 

and Hastorf 2001). Within both Tunanmarca and Umpamalca, elite patios were thought to 

be those located in the central sector of the sites and at their higher elevations; at 

Tunanmarca, these locations were to either side of the settlement’s central plazas. The 

stone architecture of these elite patio groups was noticeably finer with more careful 

coursing, chinking, and stone shaping (as indicated by limestone flake densities). 

Following excavation, when compared with commoner patio groups, Wanka II elite patio 

groups were substantially larger in the average number of structures per patio group (4.4 

versus 1.5 structures), amount of total roofed space (41.7 versus 12.1 m2), in the unroofed 

patio area (124.9 versus 74.3 m2), and in the estimated total labor invested in stone-wall 

construction (2036 versus 642 hours) (DeMarrais 2001:Table 6.5). Elite households 

probably contained substantially more people than commoner households, as estimated 

by the size of the roofed area. 
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 Were Wanka households, especially between elite and commoners, economically 

differentiated? In terms of consumption, household trash contained the same range of 

food remains, used tools, and objects of display; they were qualitatively similar (Costin 

and Earle 1989; D’Altroy and Hastorf 2001; Hastorf 2001a). Most food, vessels, and 

even display objects were broadly distributed. Quantitatively, however, some things were 

significantly more common in elite households. Elites ate more desirable foods such as 

deer meat (Sandefur 2001), used more decorative pottery including both locally made and 

imported styles (Costin 2001), and had more prestige objects like silver pins, disks, shell 

beads, and pendants for personal decoration (Owen 2001). While households shared a 

common pattern of household consumption, elites were higher consumers of special 

products.  

The special consumption patterns within elite households probably reflected 

feasting that would have celebrated special status at life crisis ceremonies (Costin and 

Earle 1989; Hastorf 2001b). In the trash of elite households contained specific indicators 

of feasting activities, namely higher densities of cooking jars, grinding stones, decorative 

storage jars that might have held chicha, and burnt bone. I emphasize that this feasting 

took place within household contexts; the limited spaces available would suggest small 

and essentially private contexts for the feasting. With this perspective, I suggest that if the 

central plaza complex of Tunanmarca were, in fact, residential, the resident paramount 

chief and his family would have hosted feasts closely identified with their personal status. 

Among the Aztecs, Brumfiel (1987) has identified such household feasting as related to 

intensive internal factionalism with elite individuals vying for power and status. 

 In terms of specialization, most Wanka households show similar patterns of 

domestic production, but some households from Tunanmarca and Umpamalca apparently 

document part-time specialization. As discussed previously, these settlements were 

economically differentiated with more ceramic and chert blade production occurring in 

the households of Umpamalca (Costin 1986; Russell 1988). For example, within 

Umpamalca—with its overall ceramic waster index of 0.26—the six households’ waster 

index varied from 0 (one case) to 1.14. Within Tunanmarca—with its index of only 

0.07—the eight households varied from 0 (three cases) to 0.25. In each settlement, 

several households were involved in part-time pottery manufacture, but overall 
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production was low and concentrated at the town of Umpamalca with its community-

level specialization. Although households were highly generalized in a wide range of 

economic activities, households in certain communities appear to have concentrated 

activities on specific activities geared to production for exchange outside their 

community. This specialization was embedded within the generalized Wanka household 

(Costin 1991). 

During Wanka II times, specialized production of wealth objects was low volume 

and broadly distributed with little concentration in elite households. This suggests that 

wealth production was not closely controlled with attached craftsmen living in elite 

households. Prestige goods were relatively rare, and most appear to have been imported 

from some distance (regionally or long distance) (Earle 2001). Decorated Wanka 

ceramics were certainly concentrated in elite households (Costin and Earle 1989), but 

their production was apparently broadly distributed and not controlled by elite 

households, which had low production indices ranging from 0.05 to 0.24. Textiles used as 

personal clothing likely served as status markers among the Wanka, but textile 

production, too, was broadly distributed among households as indicated by the density of 

spindle whorls and needles. Although the densities of both spindle whorls and needles 

were higher among the elite household, that pattern was not strong (Costin 1993; Owen 

2001). Production debris from metal production was very low, suggesting that most 

objects were imported as finished objects. The manufacturing debris does concentrate 

weakly in elite households (Owen 2001). No convincing evidence, however, exists for 

attached specialization among the Wanka II chiefdom of Tunanmarca.  

As a final consideration of the Wanka household, much of the society’s ritual 

activities were apparently household (versus group) oriented. I have already discussed the 

remarkably limited amount of public ceremonial space in Tunanmarca’s settlements, 

absent at all sites except the center itself, where the small central plazas may have been 

that of the ruling chief’s household. In contrast, household-based ritual activities were 

common. Although concentrated in elite households, all households used decorative 

ceramics, often with highly elaborated symbolic materials, probably indicative of 

household ritual use. Individuals were buried within household compounds, typically 

below the floors of their houses (Owen and Norconk 1987). No specialized burial 
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structures existed, in contrast to other places in Peru where chulpas were associated with 

ayllu groups. Also found within households were special ritual deposits including dog 

burials and small ritual offerings. 

Between the households of the Tunanmarca chiefdoms, some differences existed 

both in terms of social status and subsistence activities. These differences were, however, 

subtle. Elite patio groups were larger and involved more labor for their building. They 

contained more decorated ceramics and metal display objects, and were apparently more 

involved in small-scale feasting. Differences were, however, largely of degree, and it is 

evident that the elite sector was neither exclusive nor highly distinctive. The Wanka 

informants’ description of the independent households apparently had some degree of 

truth even within the context of a chiefly[AU:WC ok?] society. 

 

Synthesis 

Though the Tunanmarca chiefdom was unusually large, it was surprisingly little 

differentiated according to the activities that occurred in the center versus dependent 

settlements and in elite versus common households. The central settlement was over 

10,000 people, and the total polity was probably about 20,0000. Political domination of 

the center is demonstrated by its size alone. Economic interdependence among the 

chiefdom’s settlements is suggested by the irrigation system that combines four of the 

settlements, by some economic specialization and exchange between settlements, and by 

the likely necessity to coordinate community responses to both natural risk and the threat 

of attack.  

 Despite the evident complexity of the chiefdom, little formal institutional order 

existed. The settlements were simple agglomerations of house groups without 

overarching structure except to be defined by surrounding fortification walls. The amount 

of ceremonial space and monumental elaboration was minimal. Prestige goods were 

relatively unelaborated and quite broadly spread. So, what was going on? 

 Since the particular sources of power used by chiefs affect a chiefdom’s cultural 

characteristics (Earle 1997), the apparent unusual nature of Wanka society likely results 

from its reliance on military force as the means to fashion and maintain political order. In 

the Tunanmarca chiefdom, the creation of its exceptionally large polity was recent. Rapid 
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population growth and increasing competition escalated warfare and must have helped 

force people together into their fortified hilltop settlements well away from their fertile 

fields (LeBlanc 1981). The primary source of power was evidently proven success in 

warfare and corresponding coercive threats of suppression. In such a situation, a basic 

form of staple finance evidently supported chiefly rule, but ideological power, although 

certainly a factor, was little elaborated compared to many other chiefdoms (Earle 1987). 

Wanka chieftains came to power to defend the community, and coercive power of the 

warrior chiefs served to keep them in power. The settlement of the Tunanmarca chiefdom 

fell to the Inka, and its population was forcefully removed. As a footnote to history, 

however, the Wanka came back for their revenge. They allied with the Spanish 

conquistadors against the Inka overlords, and thus helped change world history 

irrevocably. 
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Figure 5-1. Upper Mantaro Region, showing main late intermediate period sites and Wanka 

chiefdom territorial divisions (see D’Altroy 1992: Figure 4.3) 

Figure 5-2. Wanka II spindle whorl frequencies at J2 (Hatunmarca), J7 (Tunanmarca), J37, 

J40 (Chawín), and J41 (Umpamalca), showing the regression line between elevation and 

relative frequency (Costin 1993: Fig. 3). 

Figure 5-3. Site maps for a) Tunanmarca, b) Umpamalca, and c) Chavín [AU: is this 

supposed to be “Chawín?]all done at the same scale (D’Altroy 1992: Figure 6.5; DeMarrais 

2001: Figures 6.8, 6.9). Circles are houses, and straight lines are walls. 

Figure 5-4. Central plaza complex at Tunanmarca with flanking walled corridor spaces 

(LeBlanc 1981). 

Figure 5-5. Comparison of elite and commoner patio groups at Tunanmarca: a) commoner 

patio group 7 = 9; b) elite patio group 7 = 2 (after Earle et al. 1987). 
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Table 5-1. Settlements of the Tunanmarca Chiefdom 

 

Settlement Type Ha1 Population Range 

 

Tunanmarca regional center 25.4 10,600 7955–13259 

Umpamalca town 14.8  5,200 3889–6482 

Chawín large village  5.6     650 504–840 

J37 large village  6.0     700 540–900 

J38 large village  4.9     600 441–735 

J47 large village  6.0     700 540–900 

J220 large village 12.2  1,450 1098–1830 

J213 hamlet  0.5       50 45–75 

 

Total    chiefdom polity 75.4 19,950 15012–25021 

 

1 Center of estimated population range (D’Altroy 1992) rounded to nearest 50. 

 

  


